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Abstract
Data-driven stories comprise of visualizations and a textual narrative. The two representations coexist and complement each
other. Although existing research has explored the design strategies and structure of such stories, it remains an open research
question how the two representations play together on a detailed level and how they are linked with each other. In this paper,
we aim at understanding the fine-grained interplay of text and visualizations in geographic data-driven stories. We focus on
geographic content as it often includes complex spatiotemporal data presented as versatile visualizations and rich textual
descriptions. We conduct a qualitative empirical study on 22 stories collected from a variety of news media outlets; 10 of
the stories report the COVID-19 pandemic, the others cover diverse topics. We investigate the role of every sentence and
visualization within the narrative to reveal how they reference each other and interact. Moreover, we explore the positioning
and sequence of various parts of the narrative to find patterns that further consolidate the stories. Drawing from the findings,
we discuss study implications with respect to best practices and possibilities to automate the report generation.

1. Introduction

Data-driven stories presented in online articles combine the expres-
sive power of visualizations with a textual narrative. In these sto-
ries, visualizations provide an overview of the data while the ac-
companying text highlights insights and blends in the backdrop of
the story. Both representations—visualization and text—are closely
related and complement each other. It is found that the spatial ar-
rangement and interactive linking of both representations influence
the readers’ engagement, comprehension, and recall of informa-
tion [OKCP19, ZOM19]. Existing research has already explored
the design space of distinct design strategies, overall structuring,
and interactivity within such stories [SH10]. However, the focus
stays rather broad and we lack an in-depth classification of the tex-
tual content according to its role in the story and how different parts
of the text connects with the visualization. Better understanding of
this fine-grained interplay between visualization and textual narra-
tion can reveal best practices of such stories and inform research
supporting their creation.

Stories relating to geographic data are particularly interesting to
study as the spatiotemporal nature of data makes the reporting chal-
lenging. Unlike reporting plain time series (e.g., the revenue of a
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company) or results of public-opinion polls, it usually requires mul-
tiple visualizations to show different aspects of the spatiotemporal
data; some with a geographic focus and others with a temporal one.
We find examples of geographic narratives across diverse journal-
istic branches such as politics, economics, science, and health. The
current COVID-19 pandemic further provided the unique opportu-
nity to collect various polished examples from the same context.

The main objective of this research is to achieve a more acces-
sible and self-explanatory data reporting and to support journal-
ists and visualization experts with a set of best practices to make
their stories adaptable to the interests of the individual readers. To
do so, we aim at understanding the fine-grained interplay of ge-
ographic visualizations and textual narration through an empirical
analysis of a selection of data-driven stories. We investigate the role
of every sentence within each of the narrative categories and how
sentences are interwoven with the visual representation. Besides,
we explore the positioning and sequential patterns among various
parts of the stories. In particular, we seek to answer the following
research questions:

• Q1: What are the reported analysis insights and how is the re-
lated data visually communicated?

– Q1.1: What are the analysis insights presented in the textual
narrative and how is context blended with these insights?

– Q1.2: How are geographic and non-geographic visualizations
used as a complement to communicate the data?

• Q2: How do textual narration and visualization interplay?
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– Q2.1: What links exist between the two media?
– Q2.2: How and in what sequence are visualizations embed-

ded into the narrative?

We perform a qualitative analysis of 22 stories collected from a
variety of well-known news media outlets. We analyzed 1,203 sen-
tences and 118 visualizations contained in these stories and struc-
tured them according to a detailed coding scheme. Based on the
assigned codes, we are able to answer the above research ques-
tions. To provide actionable insights, we discuss the implication of
the results along best practices for authoring such stories as well
as options for their personalization and automatic generation. To
ease re-usability and extension, we make all study data available
as supplemental material, along with our interactive visualization
(presented in Figure 3) for exploration.

2. Related Work

We review existing literature in regard to similar empirical studies
for understanding various aspects of narrative visualization, sup-
port and authoring tools for story generation, and techniques to link
the textual and visual representations.

2.1. Narrative Visualization

Narrative visualization—also known as data-driven storytelling—
combines a textual narrative with visualizations to communicate
analysis results [RHDC18]. Tong et al.’s [TRB∗18] extended sur-
vey provides a comprehensive overview of storytelling techniques
in visualization. Studying existing stories can inform effective pre-
sentation strategies and the design of authoring tools for narra-
tive visualizations. Researchers have already explored stories re-
garding various storytelling scenarios [KM13], the design space
of distinct genres and role of interactivity in data stories [SH10,
BWF∗18], structure and sequencing [HDH∗13], and even immer-
sion [ILQC18]. Several researchers have performed empirical qual-
itative research. Among these, Segel and Heer [SH10] analyzed
design strategies and interactivity in narrative visualizations that
were published in news media. Hullman et al. [HDH∗13] inves-
tigated 42 professional narrative visualization examples to under-
stand the sequences in these stories and inform the design of
an authoring tool for identifying effective sequencing of visual-
izations. Hullman et al. [HKL17] explored different structuring
strategies people followed to arrange a set of given related vi-
sualizations into a sequence as part of a user study. Similarly,
McKenna et al. [MHRL∗17] systematically examined the charac-
teristic factors—relating to story layout, navigation, role of visual-
izations, and level of control—of narrative visualization that play
an important role in how users read and interact with the stories.

Existing research also addresses the authoring of data-driven
stories. The corresponding approaches can be broadly classified
into two types. First are the ones that support manual creation
of data stories. Among these, DataClips [AHRL∗17] provides an
authoring interface for data videos with different templates that
users can customize. Data Illustrator [LTW∗18] supports data
binding to expressive charts for making data stories memorable.
Ren et al. [RBL∗17] discuss the design space of annotations and
present an interactive tool to create such annotations. Brehmer et

al. [BLHR∗19] facilitate the authoring of timeline narratives. In
contrast, the second type of authoring approaches provide auto-
matic support. Among these, Datashot [WSZ∗19] automatically
derives data facts from tabular data and generate infographics to
provide an overview. Calliope [SXS∗21] supports automatic gen-
eration of a story sequence directly from a given dataset. Metoyer
et al.’s [MZJS18] approach automatically integrates short textual
annotations at various points on the visualization when users high-
light a passage of text.

Although text is a vital part of narrative visualizations, we still
lack an in-depth understanding of what different roles it plays and
how it interacts with the visualizations; existing research focuses
less on characterizing the textual narrative in a story.

2.2. Linking of Visualization and Text

Researchers have explored different ways to better connect the text
and visualization. Goffin et al. [GBWI17] investigated the design
and usage of word-scale graphics and micro visualizations that
can be embedded in text documents. Latif and Beck [LB18] pre-
sented further possibilities to extend word-scale graphics to rep-
resent spatiotemporal data. Beck and Weiskopf [BW17] proposed
the idea of a two-way interactive linking between text and (word-
scale and regular) visualizations—hovering a text fragment high-
lights the relevant part of a visualization and vice versa—, also sug-
gesting that this might support multiple reading strategies. Mumtaz
et al. [MLBW20] developed a visual analytics solution for describ-
ing the code quality of a software, where generated text is regarded
as a representation in a multi-view system that can be brushed and
linked like any other visualization. In their system, visualization
captions adapt while interacting with the visualizations. Other sys-
tems link generated textual explanations with visualizations in dif-
ferent context, for instance, to report analysis findings (e.g., Vis Au-
thor Profiles [LB19b]) or to explain causality visualizations (e.g.,
CauseWorks [CSC∗21]).

Existing research has also studied the impact of document layout
and interactive linking on readability and comprehension. Ottley et
al. [OKCP19] found that people often have a hard time consolidat-
ing the information that is presented across the two media and sug-
gested the need of a more effective representation. In a controlled
experiment, Zhi et al. [ZOM19] discovered that participants recall
information better when it is interactively linked across the two me-
dia. Barrel et al. [BLC20] studied the impact of adaptive guidance
on the readability. The guidance is provided, for instance, by visu-
ally highlighted bars of a bar chart based on participants’ eye fix-
ation to a sentence in the narrative. It was found that this adaptive
guidance helps improve comprehension particularly among partic-
ipants with low visualization literacy.

As the linking of text and visualization influence how readers
consume information, we believe that a deeper investigation of the
visualization–text interplay can inform design strategies for achiev-
ing an even better integration of the two media.

3. Methodology

To answer the research questions (Q1 and Q2 in Section 1),
we adopt a similar approach as applied in several existing
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Figure 1: Sources of stories in our data collection.

works [SH10, HDH∗13, MHRL∗17]. We performed a qualitative
analysis on 22 geographic data-driven stories. We decided to fol-
low a qualitative approach focusing on fewer examples but a fine-
grained and deep analysis because we were more interested in find-
ing possibilities and best practices. This is also why the stories
should have high quality, both with respect to its textual narration
and visual data representation. Going down to sentence-level anal-
ysis of the text and fine-grained characteristics of the visualizations
allows us to reason about the details of spatiotemporal data repre-
sentation as well as linking and referencing between text and visu-
alizations.

3.1. Data Collection

The 22 stories were collected from 10 well-known digital journal-
istic sources including New York Times (NYT), FiveThirtyEight
(538), and BBC; the full list of sources is shown in Figure 1. The
stories are published between 2016 and 2020. Our story selection
criteria involved the presence of at least one geographic visualiza-
tion and a comparable proportion (in terms of screen real estate)
of textual and visual narrative. Another but less strictly applied cri-
terion was the presence of interactivity. We began with searching
for stories that contained visualization–text interactions (e.g., in-
teracting with text visually highlights the relevant part of the vi-
sualization or vice versa). Having found only 3 such stories, we
loosened the criterion of interactivity to visualizations alone in the
story. Later, we also included 7 stories that did not offer interac-
tivity. In our sample collection, fifteen out of 22 stories offer some
form of interactivity.

In the first phase, we picked 12 stories (Collection A) on a variety
of themes such as culture, economics, politics, science, and health
to maximize the diversity of topics. In the second phase, we chose
another 10 stories (Collection B) on a single topic: the COVID-
19 pandemic. These 10 stories have the same context yet covering
various aspects of the pandemic. The two collections complement
each other; one embraces diversity while the other focuses on cer-
tain comparability.

3.2. Qualitative Analysis

Every story was divided into individual sentences and visualiza-
tions. This resulted in 1,203 sentences and 118 visualizations for
22 stories (638/66 for Collection A and 565/52 for Collection B).

We followed an open coding approach. The coding (i.e., labeling
the sentences and visualizations) proceeded as follows: two coders
(both coauthors of this paper) used 4 stories from Collection A as
seeds and independently assigned descriptive codes to sentences
as well as visualizations. In a follow-up meeting, the codes were
discussed; similar codes were merged and conflicting code assign-
ments were resolved. This initial coding scheme was then rolled out
to the rest of the eight data stories in Collection A. For this, we fol-
lowed a sequential process: one coder did the coding first, and then
the other coder checked and refined the first coding. The analysis of
Collection A provided us with a code taxonomy that was then veri-
fied and further fine-tuned with its application on Collection B. We
followed the same process to analyze stories in Collection B. Over
the course of several meetings, we kept on resolving and consoli-
dating the codes and categories, ultimately resulting in 45 distinct
codes across 4 categories and 12 subcategories.

Overall, this resulted in 25 codes for sentences and 20 codes for
visualizations (cf. Figure 2). In total, there are 1,812 code assign-
ments for sentences and 569 for visualizations. Our coding scheme
allowed for multiple code assignments to a sentence or visualiza-
tion. We group these codes along the categories data-driven text
and embedding for textual narrative (sentences), visualization for
visualization-specific codes, and visualization–text linking for the
interplay between the two media (e.g., a sentence that references
a visualization or a visualization that has a textual annotation). As
shown in Figure 2 (leftmost column), the colored coding categories
have further subcategories that will be discussed along reporting
of the results. All codes and code categories are always underlined
with the respective color in the following for an improved readabil-
ity and figure–text linking, while categories and subcategories are
printed in bold font to discern them from codes.

4. Results: Insights and Visual Communication (Q1)

First, we study the ingredients of the stories, namely the individual
sentences and visualizations. Figure 2 gives a qualitative overview
of what these ingredients are, but also reports related quantities
(i.e., how frequently a certain code is assigned). These quantities
are not meant to generalize beyond a specific story but help us
judge the general character of a story (e.g., working a lot with direct
quotes) and find interesting outliers (e.g., a unique style of report-
ing). In the following, we systematically discuss these ingredients
along the code categories and subcategories, clarifying their mean-
ing as well as describing their typical use and remarkable examples.

4.1. Analysis Insights and Context (Q1.1)

Generally, we observe two main categories of textual narrative in
the data-driven stories: the actual data-driven text and the text that
serves as the embedding in the story, for instance, structuring text
like headings or contextual information like dataset descriptions.
Data-driven text does not just list the raw numbers but summarizes
analysis findings at a higher level as insights. Although there seems
to be no agreed definition of an insight in visualization commu-
nity [CZGR09], it may be defined as “complex, deep, qualitative,
unexpected, and relevant” [Nor06] or “an individual observation
about the data [...], a unit of discovery” [SND05]. In the follow-
ing, we define an insight as non-trivial, qualitative, and relevant
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A01 A02 A03 A04 A05 A06 A07 A08 A09 A10 A11 A12 B01 B02 B03 B04 B05 B06 B07 B08 B09 B10

Source 538 538 538 538 REU 538 FT NYT WP WP MSN NYT BBC CNN NYT NYT NYT ONS GUA NYT BBC BBC

Textual Narrative: Data-driven 1-9 10-20 >20

No. of Sentences (total per story) 42 77 38 53 111 16 76 42 31 70 59 23 85 27 62 69 24 152 35 27 33 51 1,203

ge
ot

e. location 15 18 4 13 19 - 2 4 1 15 5 1 2 - 11 5 1 6 2 1 11 8 144

time 6 1 - 6 11 1 1 5 7 11 2 2 1 - 2 2 - 2 - 1 - - 61

id
en

tif
y outlier 4 7 1 3 2 - 1 2 - 3 1 - - - 2 - - 1 - - 1 - 28

extrema 4 1 - 5 12 - 2 - 1 6 5 1 - 1 4 1 - 4 - 2 3 4 56

cluster 7 2 1 4 5 - 3 1 2 7 6 - 1 1 3 1 1 6 - 2 5 3 61

su
m

m
ar

. geographical variation 8 5 1 9 1 - 12 5 7 1 5 - 2 1 5 1 2 3 - - 2 2 72

average 1 2 - 2 - - 4 - 3 - 1 - - - 1 - - 3 - 1 - - 18

temporal variation 2 - - 1 1 - - - 3 1 - - 13 - 6 2 4 10 6 - 1 9 59

co
m

pa
re part-to-whole 1 2 - 8 4 - 6 - 1 3 3 1 2 1 - - - 48 - 2 - 2 84

correlation 1 2 - - - - 14 1 - - 1 - - - - - - 1 - - - 1 21

rank 1 1 - 6 2 - - 2 1 - - - 3 - 1 2 - 2 - - - - 21

Textual Narrative: Embedding
No. of Sentences (total per story) 42 77 38 53 111 16 76 42 31 70 59 23 85 27 62 69 24 152 35 27 33 51 1,203

st
ru

ct
ur

e heading 2 1 1 4 25 5 11 1 3 6 1 3 6 5 9 2 13 20 6 6 3 5 138
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interpretation 5 10 3 10 15 - 21 13 8 5 7 2 10 - 4 8 3 3 7 1 3 6 144

judgement - 2 - 9 11 - - 5 5 1 11 - 12 - 1 5 - - 1 - - 2 65

background 7 30 19 7 5 4 11 9 2 14 17 5 18 13 18 41 2 63 11 12 16 12 336

domain knowledge 2 18 12 3 16 - 6 5 2 8 7 4 - - - - - - - 1 - - 84

dataset description 7 2 7 1 5 2 2 - 1 2 1 10 - 1 - 3 1 5 2 2 1 2 57

quote 1 16 12 4 18 - 1 12 2 5 11 2 18 4 - 18 - - 4 1 2 9 140

external reference 1 - - 1 - 1 1 - - - - 4 1 - 2 - 1 3 - 1 1 2 19

conclusion 1 5 1 1 2 - 3 3 - 4 - 2 6 1 11 2 - 2 - - - 1 45

Visualization 1-4 5-9 >10

No. of Visualizations (total per story) 4 2 2 3 14 4 10 2 7 7 9 2 5 5 8 2 9 7 3 6 2 5 118

ty
pe

map 1 1 2 3 7 1 1 1 5 1 2 1 - 2 1 2 - - 1 2 1 1 36

table 3 - - - - 3 - - - - - - - 1 - - 6 1 - 2 - - 16

line 1 - - - - - 3 - 2 - 1 - 4 1 - - - 1 2 - - - 15

area - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - 1 - - - - - - - - - 3

bar - 1 - - 3 - 2 - - 1 - 1 - 1 - - - 5 - 1 - 1 16

distribution 2 - - - 1 - 1 1 - - - - - - 7 - 3 - - 1 1 3 20

diagram - - - - - - 1 - - 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - 5

point - - - - - - 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2

pu
rp

os
e overview 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 3 7 2 2 1 3 8 2 2 1 2 3 2 3 53

detail - - - - 6 2 10 - 1 1 - 1 1 2 1 - 6 2 - 2 - - 35

comparison 2 1 1 1 5 2 10 1 3 3 1 1 4 3 4 2 7 5 3 1 1 3 64

ex
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n interactivity 1 1 1 - 2 2 - - 2 5 4 1 - 3 5 - 9 6 1 2 - - 45

multiple scale zooming 1 - 1 - 1 2 - - - - - 1 - - 1 - - - 1 - - - 8

data selection control 1 1 - - - 2 - - 1 1 1 1 - 2 2 - 7 - - 1 - - 20

time slider 2 - - - - - - - - 1 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - 5

pr
op

. visual annotation 1 - 1 - 6 - 1 - - - 1 - 1 1 - - - - - 2 - 1 15

legend 1 - 1 3 3 1 6 2 6 - 2 1 3 1 2 2 6 4 1 2 1 1 49

Visualization–Text Linking
No. of Visualizations (total per story) 4 2 2 3 14 4 10 2 7 7 9 2 5 5 8 2 9 7 3 6 2 5 118

te
xt

-i
n-

vi
. caption 4 2 1 3 3 2 9 2 4 6 5 2 5 4 7 2 9 7 3 4 2 5 91

textual annotation 2 1 1 1 11 1 7 - 2 2 2 2 2 1 6 2 3 - 1 3 1 4 55

tooltip 1 - - - 1 1 - - 2 5 3 1 - 1 1 - - - - - - - 16

No. of Sentences (total per story) 42 77 38 53 111 16 76 42 31 70 59 23 85 27 62 69 24 152 35 27 33 51 1,203

te
xt

-t
o-

vi
. visualization introduction 4 2 2 2 17 6 5 - 2 - - 2 1 - - - 1 1 2 - - - 47

color linking - - - - 1 - - - - 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - 5

cross-reference 2 - 2 3 7 2 - 5 1 - 2 1 3 - - - - 2 1 - - 1 32

Figure 2: Frequencies of codes for 22 stories on sentence- and visualization-level, structured by code categories and subcategories. Gray-
blue background encodes the frequency of sentences, yellow background the frequency of visualizations. Multiple codes can be assigned to
a single sentence/visualization, hence, per story, the total count of sentences and visualizations does not correspond to the total number of
assigned codes.
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observation about the data. An example of an insight from A02 is:
“[i]n some states, like Montana and Alaska, nearly the entire adult
population is registered [as organ donors].”

In geographic stories, geotemporal entities—location and
time—are usually key terms of the textual description of the in-
sights. Almost all stories contain (20 of 22; see Figure 2) identifiers
of locations. While most locations are referenced by their specific
names (e.g., “Boston” – A09, “Massachusetts” – A02, “USA” –
B09), a variety of collective terms according to geopolitical, geo-
graphic, or administrative units are also used. For instance, A01 de-
scribes counties suffering high casualties as: “[r]ural Appalachia
stands out; nine counties in Kentucky and three in West Virginia
make the list.” Appalachia is a region in the eastern US and is
not marked on the map visualization; reader’s knowledge is pre-
sumed. Other variations include “Dakotas”, “among the peaks of
Rocky Mountains” (A01), and “Midwest” (A02). The directional
phrases such as “west of the Mississippi” (A01) and “southern
tip of Bangladesh” (A05) are another way of referencing location.
Time identifiers are also frequent in our examples, but not as fre-
quent as location identifiers (contained in 16 vs 20 stories; 61 vs.
144 occurrences). Depending on the data, time may be identified
at various levels of granularity (e.g., day, month, year, decade, or
even century). Time identifiers include fix dates (e.g., “on April
30” – A02), longer events (e.g., “Hurricane Katrina along the Gulf
Coast in 2005” – A04), or time intervals (e.g., “since 1980” – A01,
“from 2000–2016” – A04, “past decade” – A09, “1970s” – B01).
Consecutive sequences of timely events may span across multiple
sentences. For instance, “By Nov 8, [...] By mid-October, [...] As of
Nov 26, [...]” – A05).

A specific type of insights identifies interesting data items as out-
liers, extrema, and clusters. We observe locations that are local or
global outliers. The former compares a location with its neighbors
while the latter characterizes it with a much larger geographical re-
gion. For instance, A04 states a local outlier as: “Only two rural
counties in the entire area that stretches from Mississippi across
to Florida [...] even crack the list [...].” A temporal outlier high-
lights unique temporal behavior: “[f]or the first time in more than
50 years, the majority of America’s public school children are liv-
ing in poverty” (A11). An example of a geotemporal and global
outlier in A10 is “California has had more of these public mass
shootings than any other state.” Extrema correspond to the loca-
tions assuming the maximum or minimum values of a data vari-
able. They are closely related to outliers. In most cases, outliers are
extrema having specific importance with respect to a geotemporal
variable. A cluster refers to a group of locations showing similar
values for one or multiple data variables. Clusters include a list of
two or more locations (“North and South Dakota” – A01) or refer
to higher level of grouping (e.g., “Dakotas” – A01, “Midwest” –
A02). Clusters are described with the metric on the basis of which
they are identified. For instance, “counties with the lowest mortal-
ity rates, 18 out of 20 fall west of the Mississippi” (A01) refer to a
cluster of counties showing specific values of mortality rates.

Summarize insights report geographical variation, average (i.e.,
mean, median, or mode), or temporal variation. A geographic vari-
ation reports the varying value of a variable across a geographic
region. For instance, “[t]he South and West of the country [...] seen

a big rise in the number of infections” (B10). It mostly summa-
rizes those variations that are peculiar. To describe the average, less
technical words such as “average values”, or “on average” (e.g.,
“[e]ach year, about 8,000 people will get that chance” – A02) are
widely used. Statistical terms like “median” or “mean” were also
observed. It was surprising to see that some stories describe even
the statistical significance: “What is more, unemployment, while
being statistically significant across the country, was not associ-
ated with the Le Pen vote in urban areas” (A07). Temporal vari-
ations correspond to the reporting of a time series. We observed
more instances of the reporting of peaks, nadirs, and steep inclina-
tion or declination, for instance, “[...] demand for energy globally
has fallen off a cliff” (B01). Long term trends are also noted like
“[...] trend in demand has been downhill ever since” (B01). Por-
tions of a time series are compared with other portions specifically
the ones that are recurrent and show seasonal patterns: “[t]his com-
pares with 73% last week and a peak of 85% between 3 April and
13 April 2020” (B06).

Compare insights deal with part-to-whole comparisons, report
correlation, and rank. Part-to-whole insights refer to a proportion
of a total (e.g., 20% of the counties). These proportions are reported
as exact percentages (e.g., “23.5 percent” – A11) or rounded (e.g.,
“more than half” – B08, “one-third” – B06). While reporting a
countable variable—for instance, number of participants of a sur-
vey in B06—we observed the use of a reference of ten (e.g., “4 in
10” to describe 41 percent of participants). The use of quantifiers
like “vast majority of the counties” (A01) is another way of de-
scribing proportions without giving exact numbers. More than half
of the part-to-whole comparisons are in B06—it communicates the
results of a survey to gauge the social impact of COVID-19 in Great
Britain. The correlation insights refer to the reporting of relation-
ships between multiple variables. They include descriptions of pos-
itive or negative relationships and discuss causality. For instance,
A07 discusses the impact of various socio-economic parameters
(e.g., education, income) that played a role in French elections. It
goes beyond comparing two variables and discusses intersection ef-
fects: “[w]hile areas with higher median annual income were more
likely to vote disproportionately for the centrist candidate, the ef-
fect of income is negated when education is taken into account.”.
Moreover, rank insights report the order of data entities with re-
spect to a variable, for instance, “Brazil reported more than 32,000
new cases on Wednesday, the most in the world, and the United
States was second [...]” (B03). These insights may not always re-
flect the numeric ranks but may also use comparative words, for
instance, “[...] black workers seem to be struggling far more than
white or Hispanic workers” (A04).

A considerably large portion of the textual narrative integrates
different types of embedding (see Figure 2). A part of this embed-
ding are the sentences that structure the story. All stories begin
with a title (a type of heading; here, colored differently as black
is later used to better discern sections in Figure 3). In 11 stories,
the title serves as the main driving question of the story (e.g., A02,
A04, B04). Five of the stories have a title that conveys the main
takeaway (A02, A03, A07, A08, B08). Thirteen stories also con-
tain additional driving questions (25 in total and 20/25 for stories
of Collection A) at various positions in the narrative. Transitional
sentences or headings are a way to switch between different topics.
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Context is another form of embedding and provides additional
information and opinion. All stories include background that may
help readers better understand the story and data. For instance, be-
fore reporting how organ donation system works, A02 first describe
the causes and symptoms of liver cancer. In rather technical stories
like A02 or A03, the specific technical terminology and other re-
lated concepts are explained as domain knowledge. For instance,
A03 uses a third of the narrative to explain the concepts of pro-
duction and audibility of seismic waves. Stories in Collection B
describe the impact of COVID-19 where only a few sentences in-
troduce domain knowledge. Dataset descriptions include informa-
tion on who gathered the data, how it was collected, and whether
it was preprocessed or filtered for a specific reason (e.g., “[a]reas
with very low populations were removed to limit their potential to
skew the analysis” – A07). Almost 80% (18/22) of the stories in-
clude direct (40) and indirect (100) quotes. We observed two main
sources of these quotes. One source is researchers who worked on
the problem and gathered the data (e.g., in A03, A08, A12, B05).
In such quotes, they share the methodology, insights, eureka mo-
ments of their research, or describe the findings. The second source
of the quotes is the policy makers (e.g., in A02, B10). These quotes
included their opinions or implications. Eleven of the stories in-
clude external references, for instance, to the full dataset, a research
paper, or another story. Interpretations connect insights with his-
torical facts: “American Indian populations have historically suf-
fered from poor health outcomes and challenges in health care ac-
cess, contributing to high mortality rates.” (A01). Or they infer
and deduce other insights: “[i]f you’re a New Yorker, that doesn’t
seem very fair” (A02). Authors also attach their personal judgment:
“[o]rgan donation is good and kind, but it isn’t fair” (A02).

4.2. Visual Communication (Q1.2)

While the textual narrative explicitly explains the analysis insights,
visualizations complement the text by showing relevant data. In our
collection, 45 visualizations offer interactive exploration capabili-
ties in 13 out of 22 stories. We found, that unless annotations are
made, it stays up to the reader to find insights. Still, the authors
of a story select a certain way to visually communicate the data.
The visualization category in Figure 2 shows the codes regard-
ing type, purpose, and exploration of the visualizations, as well as
whether they carry a legend or visual annotation (properties). In
our collection of 118 visualizations, we identified 8 distinct types
of visualizations and 4 main modes of exploration.

First, we try to identify for what main purpose a visualization
was included in the story. Although we do not know the original
intentions of the authors, we were able to roughly categorize the
visualizations into overview, detail (with respect to certain aspects),
and comparison visualizations. One visualization can share two or
more purposes, for instance, provide overview as well as facilitate
comparison. We do not discuss the purposes separately, but mixed
with the following discussion of visualization types, as both coding
subcategories interact.

We observe that every story includes an overview visualization as
the first visual data representation. A map visualization is a straight-
forward way of providing an overview of geographical data which
more than half of the stories (13/22) contain as the first visualiza-

tion. We classify these maps as statistical (31) and geographical
maps (5). Statistical maps are either thematic maps encoding data
as colored regions (18)—also known as choropleths—or encode
data in glyphs (e.g., circles, rectangles, or other markers) overlaid
on the map (13). Geographical maps, on the other hand do not en-
code any additional data. Satellite images or a street view are ex-
amples of such maps. Maps, particularly choropleths are mostly
restrictive to a single variable and may not allow for comparisons
across multiple variables. However, multiple versions of choropleth
maps (5 in Collection A, 2 in Collection B) placed next to each
other (or side by side) allow for comparisons of multiple variables.

Tabular visualizations (13) provide both comparison and
overview. All tables in our collection either use visual encoding—
as font color or cell backgrounds—or embed micro visualizations.
Often, they communicate variation or uncertainty (e.g., distribu-
tion) in addition to, for instance, sum or average values. See two
such tables from A01 below:

Besides the overview and comparison of aggregated geographi-
cal data, another aspect is the communication of geotemporal vari-
ations. Animating the map visualization is one way of accomplish-
ing it; we observed five such instances. In tables, micro line plots
show the temporal variations of geographic entities that have been
arranged in rows of the table (see the right table above). Beyond
maps and tables, small multiples are another way of providing
geotemporal overview and comparison. We mostly observed the
use of line and area charts in small multiples. For instance, three
such examples are shown below (taken from B01, B03, and B07
respectively):

Including a time series next to a map visualization is yet another
way to simultaneously communicate both geographical and tempo-
ral aspects. In such cases, the map displays the aggregated values
for a certain time span while the line plot shows temporal varia-
tions across that time span. Multiline plots (e.g., B02-V4 in Fig-
ure 3) can also provide comparisons across geotemporal data. Each
geographic region (e.g., a city, state, or country) is denoted by a
separate line and a specific region can be highlight—on hover—to
allow comparisons with all other regions (B02). We also observe
the use of a rather non-standard (overlapped) area plot for showing
a temporal overview (A10); the below timeline visualization shows
the lives lost during various mass shootings in the US. Purple semi
circles denote the number of people killed compared to the ones
injured shown as light gray semi circles.

Bar plots offer comparisons across different categorical vari-
ables and include simple bar plots (6), group bar charts (2), and
stacked bar charts (8). Stacked bar charts can provide part-to-whole
comparisons as well. For instance, B06 uses many bar charts to re-
port the results of a survey on the social impact of the COVID-19
pandemic in Great Britain.
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The detail visualizations go deeper with respect to certain as-
pects of the data analysis. In our collection, we observe the use
of point plots (e.g., scatter plots), distribution plots, and diagrams.
Distribution plots are limited to univariate data and include his-
tograms (15), dot plots (2), and range plots (3). Comparatively,
many more detail visualizations are observed in A05, A07, and
B06. For instance, A07 reports the French presidential election
results; the story begins with a spatial overview and comparison
of votes for both candidates (one choropleth for each candidates
placed side by side). The story, then, discusses various predictors
that played a role in the election. A Sanky diagram illustrates the
shift of allegiances of voters between the first and second round
of the election. Similarly, Beeswarm distribution—a type of dot—
plot compares the distribution of voters for the candidates across
multiple social parameters (e.g., education, income, etc.).

Furthermore, scatter plots with trend lines show the correlation
of votes with respect to education level and income of voters.

We observed the use of infographics in some visualizations es-
pecially in A10 and B01. A10 uses gun icons to give an impression
of the kind of weapons used in mass shootings. Similarly, avatars
of 1,204 victims and 183 shooters visually communicate their age
(e.g., child or adult) and gender; users can hover to get details about
each victim or shooter. Similarly, flags of two countries (US and
France) serve as intuitive labels in a comparison area plot in B01.

About a third of the visualizations (44/118) allow for interactive
exploration. The simplest form of exploration is to offer details-on-
demand as a tooltip (16/44). Eight visualizations (all maps) offer
multiple scale zooming allowing readers to explore the data at vari-
ous levels of geographical granularity; for instance, first provide an
overview on the state level and then the city or county level. Almost
half of the interactive visualizations (20/45) offer a data selection
control. It lets readers choose a data dimension of their interest. The
visualizations in A06, A10, and B05 are attached to a single central
data selection control. While B05 just highlights the selected data
object (e.g., a city) in all linked tabular visualizations, A06 and A10
include multiple views showing different aspects of the data. Five
visualizations (all maps) include a time slider to play or pause an
animation.

5. Results: Interplay of Text and Visualization (Q2)

Based on the ingredients discussed above, we can now study the in-
terplay between visualizations and text, more specifically, the vari-
ous ways of linking the textual and visual representation as well as
their joint organization in one story.

5.1. Linking the Two Media (Q2.1)

Links between visualization and text can be explicit or implicit.
This section focuses on reporting the explicit links that can be un-
ambiguously identified. We also noticed various ways of implicit

links during our analysis, but they are vaguer and more ambigu-
ous, hence, we could not include them into our coding scheme.
For instance, just co-referencing the same identifier or any data in-
sights from the visualization and the text creates such implicit links.
Moreover, positioning the visualization close to the related text, the
two are likely perceived as belonging together (the positional inter-
play of the two media is discussed in more detail for Q2.2). With
respect to the explicit links, we discern two subcategories of codes
as described in the following and summarized in Figure 2.

First, text-in-vis linking blends in textual content inside a visual-
ization and includes captions (also comprising visualization titles),
annotations, and tooltips. Almost 86% of the visualizations in our
collection include a descriptive caption. The length of a caption
may vary with the complexity of a visualization. We also observed
that captions are more expressive in complex and non-standard vi-
sualizations, for example, Sankey diagram, and beeswarm plot in
A07. In 26 visualizations, captions communicate the main insight
or takeaway from the visual. Ten of these 26 visualizations be-
long to A07. An example of a caption describing main takeaway
in a choropleth map (A04) reads: “[m]any rural counties are do-
ing OK”, followed by a subcaption “[p]ercentage change in per
capita personal income, 2000–2016” which explains what data is
displayed on the map. In most of the stories that begin with an in-
teractive overview visualization (e.g., A01, A08, A09, B02), the
title of the story also serves as the caption of the first visualization,
thereby serving as a connection between the two media. Textual an-
notations are another way of blending textual explanations or labels
in a visualization. They may include data labels—labels of states in
a choropleth map or dots in a scatterplot—(in 45/118 visualiza-
tions) or explanations (in 10/118 visualizations). While most of the
annotated points or regions are picked up and explained in the tex-
tual narrative, a few stories include longer explanations inside the
visualization (A04, A07, A09). For instance, textual annotations
may explain every region of the chart (B01):

Almost half (46%) of the visualizations in our collection contain
some variant of a textual annotation. Tooltips are another way of
incorporating short on-demand textual explanations for interactive
visualizations. One choropleth in A11 offers a tooltip that is always
activated, and it gets updated on selection of regions.

Second, text-to-vis linking references visualizations as the users
read through the text. Before reporting insights, visualizations are
often first introduced in the textual narrative (visualization intro-
duction). This part of the narrative may include explanation of vi-
sual encoding (e.g., “[t]he red, blue, black and white colors reflect
the cheap plastic sheeting available to make shelters at the time”
– A05) or a certain specificity of a visualization that is not obvious
(e.g., “map is drawn to maximize the number of districts that usu-
ally vote Republican [...]” – A06). We observed fewer introductory
sentences for visualizations in Collection B. It may be because vi-
sualizations are mostly standard and relate to a rather well-known
COVID-19 data. Visualizations in our collection did not carry iden-
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Figure 3: Flow and structure of stories. Each story is represented by a series of rectangles encoding the type of sentences (heading, data-
driven, embedding, and visualization–text linking) and visualizations. The width of each rectangle encodes the size of a sentence (word
count) or a visualization (estimated word count equivalent). White gaps indicate paragraph spacing. Rectangles are vertically (equally)
divided in case a sentence has multiple codes assigned to it. The thumbnails on the right show 17 visualizations from our sample collection.

tifiers, so they may not be referenced like in a scientific document
(e.g., “Figure X”). Instead, they are cross-referenced by the name
of the visualization (e.g., “see the scatter plot”) or by directional
phrases (e.g., “the map below“) in case there are multiple visu-
alizations of the same type close by. We observed 36 instances of
named or directional cross-references. We also observed color-link-
ing in two stories (A05, A10). Various parts of textual narrative are
formatted (e.g., font colors or colored highlighting) to match and
connect them with visual marks on the visualization. One such ex-
ample is shown below (A05):

Hovering over these text blocks highlight the relevant segments
of the charts. The 5 instances of color linking, we observed, were
all interactive.

5.2. Embedding of Visualizations into the Narration (Q2.2)

Visualization are embedded at various points in the story. Figure 3
shows the flow (left to right) and the structure of the stories in our
collection. Every rectangle corresponds to either a sentence or a vi-
sualization and is scaled according to the space it consumes. To get
a comparable scale for space consumption across both representa-
tions, we converted sizes of visualizations (in pixels) to number of
words that would fit in the same space. We use a web browser’s de-
veloper tools to inspect the sizes of paragraphs and visualizations.

Dividing the pixels of a paragraph by the word count of that para-
graph resulted in pixel density per word. We averaged this pixel
density across all stories resulting in a value of 1,469.57. We com-
puted the word count for each visualization through dividing the
size of the visualization by the average pixel density. This provided
us an estimate to analyze the spatial importance and arrangement
of content across the two media. Since our mapping is a rough
estimate—diverse font styles, editorial guidelines, and story gen-
res were not accounted for—we have only used it to do a coarse-
grained analysis and refrained from inferring fine-grained patterns.

The proportion of textual narrative varies from 8% in B03 to
76% in A02 (Figure 3). We classify all stories into three groups ac-
cording to the varying proportion of text and visualizations. Four-
teen stories are visualization-dominant where visualization occupy
more than 60% of the total content. Five stories (A02, A03, A04,
B06, B08) are text-dominant and include more than 60 percent of
textual content. Only three stories (A01, A04, B01) are balanced
as they contain textual content in the range of 40–60%.

Figure 3 allows us to study the arrangement and sequence of
content. All stories begin with a title (heading) and are mostly (18
of 22) organized in multiple sections as indicated by further head-
ings. As we can observe from the blank spaces in Figure 3, which
map to the spacing between paragraphs, most stories also make use
of paragraphs for further text structuring. However, the diversity
is obvious—from no use of sections and paragraphs (except for
text breaks for adding the visualizations) in A11 to a fine-grained
section structuring in A05 and mostly single-sentence paragraphs
in B01.
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Nine out of 22 stories include an overview visualization right be-
low the title to begin with the story. While six (A01, A08, A09,
A12, B02, B07) of these contain a map as an opening visual—A1
and A12 have animated maps—, others include a line plot (B03)
or a small dashboard (B08, containing two stacked bar charts).
Overall, thirteen out of 22 stories have map as their first visual-
ization. Detail and comparison visualizations usually appear after
the overview visualization and are often placed in different sections
of the story following a semantic grouping (A04, A07, B01, B05,
B07, B09, B10). Figure 3 shows few characteristic examples of de-
tail and comparison visualizations for A04, A07, B01, B03, and
B05 along with their positions in the stories.

6. Study Limitations

In every empirical study, the sampling of subjects (here, the stories)
can substantially influence the results. We intentionally sampled the
examples from sources of high-quality, both with respect to text
and visualizations. This is not a representative sample of all such
stories but provides a better basis for observing latest trends and
extracting best practices. Besides, 50% (11/22) of the stories were
taken from just two sources New York Times (NYT) and FiveThir-
tyEight (538). The particular style of their reporting may have bi-
ased the results. The limited size of the sample is counterbalanced
by a fine-grained sentence-level analysis of the text and a detailed
classification of the visualizations. The diversity of the examples
in Collection A of the sample is broad, however, it may not fully
cover the possible design space; like every sample taken from real-
world examples, it just reflects the space of practices. More than
research prototypes and design studies, these examples might be
limited by technical constraints that need to be considered for their
wide availability (e.g., browser performance, cross-platform com-
patibility, choice of visualizations).

Another threat to validity is how much we, as authors, might
have biased the results. The authors are from the visualization com-
munity and might tentatively overestimate the role of the visual
content presentation. Our motivation to investigate the interplay of
text and visualization might interfere with a neutral and objective
interpretation of this interplay (Q2). In general, assigning codes
is always subjective. We counterbalanced this by partly redundant
coding of two coders and joint discussions of potentially ambigu-
ous and conflicting code assignment.

7. Study Implications

While the empirical results reflect the detailed findings that address
the initial research questions, we also want to highlight what can be
learned from this study regarding a broader perspective. This per-
spective takes into consideration the practical aspects of authoring
visual (geographic) stories and implementing systems to support an
eased creation of such stories.

7.1. Best Practices of Story Design

Important lessons from our study are the good practices we ob-
served in the sampled stories. They can provide helpful guidelines
for designers of similar stories and might inspire hypotheses of

follow-up empirical studies. Please note, however, that we are inter-
preting the above empirical results, condense them beyond a purely
observatory view, and judge which practices we consider as being
positive. Hence, the following practices should not be treated as
empirical findings, but as informed, yet still preliminary sugges-
tions being open for debate within the community.

Use vernacular geographic language. Besides precise and ex-
act location identifiers, we observed that the use of vernacular lan-
guage is common while describing geographic regions (e.g., south-
ern tip of Bangladesh, downtown Los Angeles). Vernacular lan-
guage helps in abstracting geographic entities beyond regions hav-
ing clear boundaries and is understood by the target audience. This
aligns with the findings of Hollenstein et al. [HP10] that people use
vernacular terminology to describe locations while tagging images
on the image sharing platform Flickr.

Summarize common fate. We observe that results are described
along clusters (Q1.1) to summarize certain joint properties. This
goes beyond just identifying data similarities of any entities and
takes into account geographic or demographic properties that are
not necessarily contained in the data. Overview visualizations
(Q1.2) complement this textual description by showing entities
with similar data values and value changes.

Different is interesting. Outliers and extrema (Q1.1) hint at inter-
esting exceptional cases worthwhile to report. Explicit textual com-
parison—such as part-to-whole comparisons, correlations, and
ranking (Q1.1)—specifically contrast two or more entities. Besides,
comparison visualizations (Q1.2) stress noteworthy differences be-
tween various entities. Through these means, authors can build an
interesting contrast to the summarized similarities discussed above
or combine the two approaches to, for instance, provide a compar-
ison of clusters.

Provide sufficient background. A substantial amount of text in
the stories does not report the data but some form of background
that is necessary to understand the data and the story. Also, intro-
ducing additional domain knowledge and dataset descriptions can
be helpful. Hence, authors should always consider these categories
to provide sufficient context for the reader to follow.

Quotes and opinion make it personal. We have observed many
quotes from experts and politicians, which provide background and
opinion. Further opinion is shared by the authors through judg-
ment. While these more subjective views should be clearly dis-
cerned from the objective data reporting, such elements can make
the text more personal and interesting for the readers, also receiving
support in forming their own opinion about the subject matter.

Add text in visualizations. Captions, annotations, and tooltips
blend in textual explanations next to or on top of a visualization
(Q2.1, text-in-vis). We observed that 86% (91/118) of the visual-
izations include captions and, in about 29% (26/91) of the cases,
these captions convey the main takeaway. These kinds of text ele-
ments can make the visualization self-explanatory and can hint at
specific insights. Longer explanatory annotations make it possible
to even include non-standard visualization (e.g., Sanky diagrams,
beeswarm plots) in a story. Generally, informative captions can re-
duce the mental effort to process a data visualization [WAJS21].
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Describe what you visualize. In 77% (17/22) of the stories, we
observe that visualizations are explicitly referenced in the text
(Q2.1, text-to-vis). It is important to describe what is visualized
and how it is visualized (e.g., explain non-intuitive encoding), espe-
cially if the visualization might not be familiar for every reader (vi-
sualization introduction). This also contributes toward an improved
linking of the two media. Another, rather less frequent but, interest-
ing way of visualization–text linking is the use of consistent colors
that can make the visualization-related parts of the text stand out.

Position matters. Almost all visualizations were placed very
close to the text that describes or references them (Q2.2). The vi-
sualization put next to the text helps readers better understand the
descriptions. Besides, it avoids unnecessary scrolling or similar in-
teractions for connecting the visual with text. In one story (A05),
an overview map visualization is placed as a background that keeps
on updating while other detail visualizations and textual content is
blended in on top as the reader scrolls through the story.

Overview first. Once more, Shneiderman’s Visual Information
Seeking Mantra seems to apply (“Overview first, zoom and filter,
then details-on-demand”) [Shn96]. However, here, it does not re-
fer to a sequence of user interactions but can be mapped to the
sequence of visualizations in the story. As discussed for Q2.2., the
first visual representation is often an overview visualization, fol-
lowed by detail and comparison (a kind of zoomed or filtered repre-
sentation) visualizations later in the story. Not necessarily the same,
but different types of visualizations might best fit these different
purposes (Q1.2).

7.2. Automatic Report Generation

Another possible application of our findings relates to the auto-
matic generation of analysis reports. Some efforts have already
been made in this regard, for instance, with respect to weather fore-
casts [RSBBT15] or bivariate geographic data [LB19a]. These ex-
amples usually follow a certain pre-defined structure and are not
yet flexible in telling different stories.

First, the content for presentation needs to be selected. While,
for visualizations, often the raw data can be shown, the textual con-
tent requires significant selection and prioritization. Some of the
data-driven findings are easy to compute, such as extrema, clusters,
and correlations (Q1.1). However, additional background on geog-
raphy might be necessary to group these entities that form natural
clusters in the eye of a human reader (see discussion on locations).
Moreover, content prioritization might be necessary because other-
wise too many findings will be reported. Regarding the context that
the narration provides, background can be filled in with information
from encyclopedias and knowledge graphs. Quotes are harder to se-
lect, but still realistic if there exists a collection of quotes that can
be tried to match to a certain finding in the data. However, anything
relating to opinion (interpretation, judgment, conclusion) should be
avoided in an automatic approach—ethical issues might arise if a
machine provides “subjective” data interpretation.

With respect to text generation technologies [GK18] for data-
driven text, template-based approaches can be used but require
larger manual efforts to consider all cases. While machine learn-
ing approaches are more flexible but are harder to train and control.

It might be hard to seamlessly interlace data-driven text generated
from the data and text providing context as observed for the studied
examples (Q2.2). Hence, an automatic solution might clearly dis-
cern between different types of textual explanations, for instance,
data-driven explanations, educational explanations, and method-
ological explanations [MLBW20].

We have observed that multiple visualizations can be combined
into one story where text often serves as glue between the visu-
alizations (Q2.2). For automatic approaches, it might be easier to
focus on visualization-dominated stories (Q2.2) instead of telling
a complex narrative through text. Particularly, text-in-vis elements
are easier to generate and mix with existing interactive visualization
approaches. We assume that automated approaches would profit
from interactions to link the text and visualization. For instance,
it would be easier in an automated approach to make every im-
plicit co-referencing link between a text and visualization explicit
by highlighting the linked textual and visual content on hover.

8. Conclusion

With this qualitative and fine-grained analysis of geographic data-
driven stories, we aimed at getting a deeper understanding of the
interplay of textual narration and visualization. We observed vari-
ous patterns and relevant examples of how data-driven insights are
reported in the text and how these are embedded with diverse con-
textual information. Visualizations of different kinds complement
the narration with overview, details, and comparison. The text and
visualizations play together through explicit links like textual an-
notations of the visualizations and, more implicitly, through data
co-references and placement. Together, they form stories that seam-
lessly blend textual and visual content. We hope that the identified
best practices will help authors of data stories to follow the state-
of-the-art in visual storytelling and can be used for teaching pro-
fessionals in visual data reporting. Learning from these examples
and results, we also want to inform the design of visual data report-
ing solutions and story authoring tools. With this, we contribute
to the vision of a widely accessible visual data analysis. We also
believe that the identified qualitative codes are valuable addition.
Going forward, it would be interesting to evaluate the usefulness of
our codes to a larger collection of geographic data stories and even
extend them to include other types of stories.
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